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ANDUS

group companies:

THE STRENGTH OF ANDUS GROUP
We recently presented our 2015 annual report. This Annual Report can be downloaded from our renewed
website. In brief, we can say that 2015 was a record year for Andus Group: turnover increased by 50% to its
highest level ever, namely € 319 million. The acquisition of Nedstaal Special Steel largely contributed hereto. But
HSM Offshore, RijnDijk Construction and Gouda Refractories also achieved a substantial increase in turnover.
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BRUTE FORCE IN THE
BARENTS SEA
Who doesn’t know about the Willem Barents expedition, who came to his tragic end on the Novaya Zemlya
peninsula. The route via the North would greatly shorten the journey to China. But the 'North-East Passage’
is free of ice for only two months of the year. At least that used to be the case. Global warming has made the
Arctic Ocean increasingly accessible and new routes have become available. Moreover, a huge natural gas field
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was discovered on the Yamal Peninsula, which will now be fully exploited. Tankers will be coming and going
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every day of the year. These will be escorted by icebreakers when needed. And Van Voorden Castings supplies
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JOINING FORCES
Borealis PEC-Rhin SAS has a factory located not far from Basel in the French commune of Ottmarsheim. It produces raw materials for artificial fertilisers.
Gouda Vuurvast Belgium came into contact met Borealis via the Gouda sales office in Germany. It soon became obvious that there was much work to be done.
Complicated work. And it was assigned to Gouda Vuurvast Belgium!
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AN ALMOST MILITARY OPERATION IN
PERNIS

For many years, the steel construction company Lengkeek Staalbouw has been focusing on the petrochemical industry and in particular on specialist projects. The
'Lengkeek staff’ also feel at home at major refineries, including Shell Pernis. They know exactly how to safely and professionally carry out maintenance work at a
fully-operational 'installation’. Clients trust their knowledge and experience. That certainly appeared to be the case with 'a job’ at Pernis.
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SMART SOLUTION PROLONGS
LIFESPAN
Slibverwerking Noord-Brabant (SNB) in Moerdijk processes sewage sludge for different organisations, including six
district water boards. Annually, SNB burns more than 430,000 tons of sludge. This is almost 30% of the total supply
in the Netherlands, which makes SNB the largest sludge processor in the Netherlands. Four so-called fluidised bed
incinerators are used for the combustion. These colossal steel structures are lined with refractory material... and the
steel has a corrosion problem. Gouda Vuurvast Services was consulted for advice.
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FITTING AND MEASURING
The sales offices of Gouda and FIB in Bochum, Germany are running at full tilt! They not only put Gouda Vuurvast Belgium in contact with Borealis, but also
brought in a complex job for FIB Industries. The FIB staff can now show their true value to new client Bilfinger, an international engineering firm!
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A LOGO TO BE PROUD OF
If you drive by the High Tech Campus in Eindhoven, you will see the well-known blue Philips logo shield adorning one of the buildings. Drive by in the evening
and you then see that the blue part of the logo shines with a clear white light and what was white now shines with a blue glow. This is “light art” created by
Armada Janse.
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CONFIDENT ABOUT THE
FUTURE
On 1 January 2016, Armada Rail
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Andus Group is social sponsor of the Amsterdam City Swim! For more information,
see www.amsterdamcityswim.nl
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